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Long-term potentiation (LTP) which has long been considered a cellular model for learning and memory is de�ned as a lasting
enhancement in synaptic transmission efficacy.is cellularmechanismhas been demonstrated reliably in the hippocampus and the
amygdala—two limbic structures implicated in learning and memory. Earlier studies reported on the ability of cortical stimulation
of the entorhinal cortex to induce LTP simultaneously in the two sites. However, to retain a stable baseline of comparison with
the majority of the LTP literature, it is important to investigate the ability of �ber stimulation such as perforant path activation
to induce LTP concurrently in both structures. erefore, in this paper we report on concurrent LTP in the basolateral amygdala
(BLA) and the dentate gyrus (DG) sub�eld of the hippocampus induced by theta burst stimulation of perforant path �bers in freely
behaving Sprague-Dawley rats.Our results indicate thatwhile perforant path-evokedpotentials in both sites exhibit similar triphasic
waveforms, the latency and amplitude of BLA responses were signi�cantly shorter and smaller than those of DG. In addition, we
observed no signi�cant differences in either the peak level or the duration of LTP between DG and BLA.

1. Introduction

Long-term potentiation (LTP), a form of synaptic plastic-
ity, is an activity-dependent increase in synaptic strength
induced by high frequency stimulation of afferent pathways
[1]. Owing to its associativity, speci�city, and persistence
properties LTP is now widely considered as a cellular model
for learning and memory [2–5]. Much attention in LTP
research has focused on the hippocampus which is thought
to be involved in learning and memory processes. More
recently, the amygdala has enjoyed renewed interest due to
its implication in modulating synaptic plasticity in the hip-
pocampus, the prefrontal cortex, and the anterior cingulate
cortex [6–9] and its involvement in memory consolidation
and emotional memories [10–17].

Emotional memories, including fear conditioning and
extinction, are thought to be mediated by the amygdala
[10, 18–21]. e basolateral amygdala (BLA) in particular
has been shown to be extensively connected with cortical
and subcortical structures involved in memory and emotion,

notably the hippocampal formation, the striatum, the pre-
frontal cortex, the entorhinal cortex, the association cortices,
and the thalamus, among others [22, 23]. As a result, the
BLA is thought to play a crucial role in psychophysiological
responses to emotionally salient events or sensory stimuli
that trigger emotional arousal [22, 24, 25].

While there have beenmany reports indicating reciprocal
connections between entorhinal cortex (EC) and both DG
and BLA very few studies have investigated simultaneous
LTP induction in both hippocampus and amygdala. Among
these are studies that have utilized cortical stimulation of
the EC [26–28] or animals under acute anesthesia [26, 28].
On the one hand, differences in neuronal responses exist
between cortical and �ber stimulation of afferents [29]. On
the other hand, acute anesthesia has been shown to alter
central inhibition and/or tonic excitability of the neuronal
population under study [30–32]. Moreover, the majority of
in vivo studies of LTP in the DG have focused on activation
of perforant path �bers, not cortical stimulation of the EC
[33–36]. erefore, to retain a stable baseline of comparison
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with the majority of the LTP literature and to circumvent the
intrinsic limitations of in vitro and acute anesthetized prepa-
rations, the present study examines concurrent induction of
LTP in the DG and the BLA following theta burst stimulation
of perforant path �bers in freely behaving rats.

2. Materials andMethods

All surgical and experimental protocols were approved by the
Trinity College Animal Care and Use Committee and were
in accordance with the NIH Guide for the Care and Use
of Laboratory Animals. Details of our electrophysiological
procedures in freely behaving rats were published previously
[37]. But brie�y, under IP-administered sodium pentobarbi-
tal anesthesia (50mg/kg), male Sprague-Dawley rats (70–90
days of age) were chronically implanted with a concentric
bipolar stimulating electrode positioned in the angular bun-
dle (AP: −7.6mm; LAT: +4.3mm; DV: −2.5mm relative
to Bregma) to activate perforant path �bers; single-strand
tungstenwire recording electrodes positioned in theDG (AP:
−4.0mm; LAT: +2.5mm; DV: −3.1mm) and the BLA (AP:
−3.1mm; LAT: +5.0mm; DV: −7.8mm). Final dorsoventral
positioning of electrodes was achieved by visual observation
of the maximum negative-going population spike amplitude
at the lowest stimulus intensity for both DG and BLA. e
electrode wires were then led to a contact pin headstage
assembly which was �xed to the skull with fast-drying dental
acrylic (Lang Dental Manufacturing, Wheeling, IL).

Following a one-week postsurgery recovery period, ani-
mals were placed in a shielded recording chamber and
connected to the recording equipment via low-noise shielded
cables attached to a commutator assembly (Plastics One,
Roanoke, VA). is system allowed free and unimpeded
movement of behaving animals in the recording chamber. All
animals were allowed 5 hours acclimation and habituation
time in the chamber prior to commencement of experiments.
Electrical stimulation was provided by a Grass S-88 stim-
ulator and consisted of biphasic square-wave pulses (pulse
width = 0.25ms, 50% duty-cycle) passed through a pair of
Grass PSIU-6 photo stimulus isolation units to provide con-
stant current (Astro-Med Inc., West Warwick, RI). Evoked
responses were ampli�ed (gain = 1000), and bandpass �ltered
from 1Hz–3KHz (DAM-50,World Precision Instr., Sarasota,
FL), passed to a digital oscilloscope (Integra 15, Nicolet
Instruments, Madison, WI) for visual inspection, digitized
(LabVIEW, sampling rate = 70KHz, 12-bit resolution), and
stored on computer for �eld potential analysis.

3. Results

Each animal was stimulated with a current intensity equal to
50% maximal response as determined by that animal’s DG
input/output (I/O) curve (typical current ranges from 400 to
1400 uA). With these parameters, the excitatory postsynaptic
potential in DG is usually contaminated by the population
spike; thus we limited our analysis to population spike
amplitude with respect to both sites. Since it has been shown
that hippocampal evoked potentials vary with vigilance state,

all experiments were conducted during times when animals
were in the state of quiet waking which is characterized
behaviorally by animals lying on the �oor of the cage
posturally relaxed with eyes open and electrographically by
desynchronized EEG activity with occasional low amplitude
spindles and delta waves [38, 39]. Single-pulse stimulation
delivered to perforant path �bers resulted in simultaneous
recordings of triphasic �eld evoked potentials in both the
BLA and the DG. Representative traces of these evoked
�eld potentials along with the methods used to quantify
the population spike amplitude (PSA) appears in Figure 1.
All amplitude values were subjected to statistical analysis
using a repeated-measures ANOVA. Signi�cant main effects
(𝑃𝑃 𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃) were further analyzed post hoc using a student
Newman-Keuls test.

Although evoked potentials at both sites appeared to have
similar triphasic waveforms consisting of a positive fEPSP
followed by a negative population spike, shorter peak latency,
and smaller spike amplitude were observed in BLA compared
toDG (Figure 1). For example, the fEPSP onset wasmeasured
at 1.58ms in the BLA compared to 2.54ms in the DG.
Similarly, the latency of the negative-going peak in the BLA
response was measured at 5.55ms compared to 7.61ms in
the DG. ese results differ from previous studies reporting
much longer peak latency and a monophasic waveform
morphology for both BLA and DG responses [27, 28].
is difference may be attributed to the cortical stimulation
paradigm used in the previous studies compared to perforant
path �ber stimulation used in the present study. Remarkably,
our results show that prior to tetanization the I/O curve
recorded in the BLA was signi�cantly (𝑃𝑃 𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃) lower
in amplitude and remained relatively �at across increasing
stimulation current compared to that recorded in the DG
(Figure 2(a)). Speci�cally, evoked responses to low intensity
stimulation (400 uA) averaged 0.2mV in the BLA compared
to 0.5mV in the DG and 0.3mV in BLA versus 1.2mV in
DG for higher intensity stimulation (1400 uA) (Figure 2(a)).
In another series of experiments, we recorded paired-pulse
responses to short latency paired-stimulus intervals (20, 30,
and 50ms) to ascertain the nature of BLA inhibition. As
shown in Figure 2(b), 20 and 30ms paired-stimulus intervals
resulted in greater inhibition of the response to the second
pulse in BLA compared to DG.

Regarding concurrent LTP in DG and BLA, 5-Hz theta
burst stimulation (10 bursts of 10 pulses delivered at 400Hz
with a burst rate of 5Hz) of perforant path �bers resulted in
recording of potentiated �eld potentials in both sites (Figure
3). In effect, we observed enhanced LTPof similar elevation in
both sites with peak potentiation of +196𝑃6±14𝑃8% in the DG
and +184𝑃6 ± 16𝑃2% in the BLA. Statistical analysis revealed
no signi�cant differences in either the peak or the duration
of LTP between DG and BLA (𝑃𝑃 𝑃 𝑃𝑃11). Nevertheless, LTP
persisted for at least 48 hours in both structures (DG:+1𝑃1𝑃8±
28𝑃1%; BL: +138𝑃𝑃 ± 7𝑃9%) (Figure 3).

4. Discussion

is study which was designed to investigate perforant path
�ber-induced concurrent LTP in the DG and the BLA
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a: fEPSP onset

b: population spike onset
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PSA: population spike amplitude
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F 1: Representati�e traces of e�oked �eld potentials recorded in BLA and DG in response to stimulation of perforant path �bers. Also
shown are methods for �uantifying the amplitude of the population spike (P�A)� as well as histological con�rmation of electrode placement
in BLA and DG.
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F 2: (a) Mean (±��M) baseline input�output cur�es recorded in DG and BLA. DG neurons are signi�cantly more e�citable than BLA
(∗𝑃𝑃 𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃). (b) Responses to paired-pulse stimuli show markedly greater paired-pulse inhibition in BLA for short latencies (20 and 30ms).
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F 3: eta burst stimulation of the perforant path results in
LTP recorded concurrently in BLA and DG. Analysis of variance
revealed no signi�cant difference betweenDG-LTP and BLA-LTP at
any of the time points (x𝑃𝑃 𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃). Each point represents the average
of 5 responses to single-pulse stimulation recorded in each animal
(stimulation frequency = 0.1Hz).

discovered three important results. First, as shown in Fig-
ure 1, although evoked potentials at both sites exhibit a
similar triphasic waveform, the latencies and amplitudes are
signi�cantly shorter and smaller in BLA relative to DG.
is �nding is consistent with results of previous studies
showing a marked reduction of �eld potential amplitude
in BLA in response to external capsule stimulation [40].
Second, as indicated in Figure 2(a), the BLA I/O curve is of
signi�cantly lower amplitude and stayed �at across increasing
input current intensity. In another series of experiments,
paired-pulse responses recorded in BLA and DG show a
marked difference in inhibition of the second pulse (Figure
2(b)). Paired-pulse inhibition was greater in BLA than DG.
ese �ndings suggest that BLA tonic neuronal excitability
may have a narrower dynamic range compared to DG. is
may be due to extensive inhibitory control exerted on the
BLA by noradrenergic and glutamatergic modulation of
GABA release mediated by 𝛼𝛼𝑃A adrenoreceptors and GluR5
kainate receptors, respectively [41–46]. is strict inhibitory
regulation of the BLA may subserve its ability to adequately
process and respond to stressful and emotionally signi�cant
stimuli by reducing the likelihood of BLA overexcitation
during periods of stress. is mechanism would appear to
underlie coping strategies used to counteract some of the
pathophysiological changes observed in mood and anxiety
disorders such as major depressive disorders, posttraumatic
stress disorders, and perhaps even status epilepticus [45].

Lastly, our results of enhanced LTP of similar level in
both sites (Figure 3) are in agreement with previous studies
of simultaneous LTP in the DG and BLA following cortical
theta burst stimulation of the EC [27, 28]. Nonetheless,
our results also differ from the above studies in that we
observed smaller evoked response amplitude in the BLA than

that reported by either Yaniv and colleagues and Vouimba
et al.. is divergence may be attributed to the different
electrophysiological approaches used in the present study
compared to the previous studies: �ber versus cortical stimu-
lation; freely behaving versus acute anesthetized animals; and
triphasic versus monophasic waveforms of evoked responses.
us, our results seem to indicate that while tonic neuronal
excitability is regulated differentially in BLA and DG, there is
no difference in long-term synaptic plasticity.

In conclusion, in the present study we have tested the
reliable induction and maintenance of concurrent LTP in the
BLA and the DG following �ber activation of the perforant
path in freely behaving rats, and we have compared these
results with cortically induced LTP. Nevertheless, we cannot
completely rule out that stimulation of the perforant path at
the angular bundle may have concurrently activated separate
afferents from the entorhinal cortex to the amygdala, partic-
ularly afferents from layers V and VI of the lateral entorhinal
cortex [47]. Future studies are needed to determine whether
the PP-BLA connection is monosynaptic, polysynaptic, or a
result of entorhinal cortex projections to the BLA through
the ventral angular bundle [48]. Even so, it appears that
the BLA is under strict inhibitory control—a mechanism
which may promote coping strategies in anxiety disorders,
major depressive disorders, and status epilepticus caused by
putative BLA overexcitation.
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